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Dear Friend of Possibility
Management,
We begin this year with a quote from the Fellowship of Intentional Communities: 

Our Online Communities Directory is the #1 resource for people to find and engage with
intentional communities of all kinds – ecovillages, cohousing, co-living, coops, agrihoods
and more. Our website has half-a-million visitors each year, 75% of whom are looking to
visit or join a community. Our on-demand course Finding your Community with Cynthia
Tina covers how to find intentional communities, assess them, contact and prepare for a
visit, and join a community.

If ‘finding your community’ is part of your 2023 Gameplan, then you might want to add one
more Distinction to your search criteria: What is each community’s Context?

The ‘context’ of a gameworld is its relationship to consciousness and responsibility. 

Responsibility is applied consciousness.

Try this. Gather your people together and ask the following question of each person
involved: There is a spectrum of overall responsibility you can take from one to five. Which
do you Stand for in this project?
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1. AVOIDING RESPONSIBILITY: Living under a bridge, being in prison,
uninitiated Gremlin is in charge.

2. CHILD LEVEL RESPONSIBILITY: Making messes with no awareness about or
capacity for cleaning them up.

3. ADULT LEVEL RESPONSIBILITY: When responsibilities are divided up and shared
‘fairly’. Authentic Adulthood Initiatory Processes start here.

4. HIGH LEVEL RESPONSIBILITY: Picking up a piece of trash even if you did not drop
it. Guardianship. Kaitiaki. Spaceholding starts here.

5. RADICAL RESPONSIBILITY: It is impossible to be a victim. There is no such thing as
a ‘problem’. Everything is neutral. What is, is, as it is here and NOW with
no Stories attached. Stories exist in time. NOW is too small for stories. Transformed
Gremlin. Decontaminated Adult Egostate. Clarity. Possibility. Radical
Relating. Archetypal Love.

Once everyone understands the differences between these five Contexts, ask each person
to Stand – actually physically stand up – while you read off one through five, to signal
their Commitment to a minimum of this level of Responsibility in your project. The diversity
of your Stands gives everyone a clear picture of to what degree the Context of your
Gameworld is a Mixed Context or a Clear Context. Keep in mind that agenda of every
meeting in a Mixed Context Gameworld is the unanswered question: What is the Context of
our Gameworld?

If you sense a community culture you would love to inhabit but you cannot seem to find it
already existing, it is probably your job to Cavitate, Hold, and Navigate that cultural Context
in a project… even if you start as a Bridge-House.

Check out Campus Velika in Greece: https://campusvelika.mystrikingly.com 

We encourage you to share about the Experiments you are doing and the Jewels of clarity
and possibility you are discovering, because we are all in this together.

We wish you bigarrreh!

Your PM News Team!
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The eBook / Kindle version of Clinton Callahan’s newest book No Reason: 21 years
with Western Baul Master Lee Lozowick with its color photos and live links throughout
the text is now available at this Amazon link: Kindle / ebook: https://a.co/d/0e9hRiA

Possibility Creation Village - Telegram Group is where you ask for
and give Possibility, share your research, and celebrate your gold.
Great collaborations and projects were born there. Join at this
Telegram link: https://t.me/+ViEuN7pEHlcSDlCv

Emotional Healing Process Collaboration - Telegram Group is a
thriving gateway platform to ask for, provide, and witness Emotional
Healing Processes at any time of day or night thanks to the global
Team of EHP Spaceholders. Join with the following link:
https://t.me/+WC5Px7eVEScNugzU

Possibility Management Events - Telegram Group is where you have
access to the latest PM-related Events by Possibilitators from around
the world as well as offering your own Events where you deliver your
Nonmaterial Value. Link:
https://t.me/+QdJfMBzKCVDb-MRD
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You receive this email because you wanted to discover what it is like to change your mind. You can change your
mind about anything, even about receiving this email. If this is the case, let us know by clicking on the links below.
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